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1. INTRODUCTION
In the classical situation, that is, in a discrete Abelian group, lacunary
 .sets as Riesz sets, nicely placed sets, Shapiro sets, etc. have been
 w x.intensively studied see for example 11 . The authors conducted this study
 .in more general settings: in the dual of compact non-Abelian hyper-
w x w x  w x.groups 4, 5 in locally compact Abelian groups 6 see also 1, 9 and in
w xcompact Abelian transformation groups 7, 8 .
In the study of lacunary sets appears the natural class of Haar invariant
 w x .sets see 14 for the terminology . Let G be a locally compact Abelian
 .group, m be its Haar measure, and M G be the space of bounded BorelG
 .  1 ..  .regular measures on G. We write M G s L G and M G for thea s
subspaces of m -absolutely continuous and m -singular measures inG G
 .  .M G , and P and P s Id y P denote the corresponding L-projectionsa s a
i.e., a projection P satisfying
5 5 5 5 5 5m s Pm q m y Pm
 ..for all m g M G .
ˆ  . Let L be a subset of the dual G of G. We write M G s n gL
 .  . 4M G ; n a s 0 for all a f L . The set L is said to be Haar invariant ifˆ
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 .  .P M G ; M G . We study the class of Haar invariant sets and ina L L
particular its connections with classical lacunarity properties. Examples are
given. The descriptive complexity of Haar invariant sets is also described.
 .Let us consider the more general situation, where G, X is a transfor-
mation group in which G is a locally compact Abelian group and X is a
locally compact Hausdorff space. A particular case is the homogeneous
space. That is, G is a locally compact Abelian group, H is a closed
subgroup of G, and then G acts on the homogeneous space X s GrH.
H ˆ H . Lacunary sets in the dual GrH are subsets of H ; G where H isˆ
ˆ.the annihilator of H in G . When H is a compact subgroup of G,
ˆ H lacunarity properties can be transferred from G to H Propositions 10,
.11, and 12 .
 .In the general situation, our reference measure denoted by s is a
positive Radon measure on X that is quasi-invariant. The spectrum of a
ˆ w x  w x.measure in X is a subset of G; then we defined in 8 see also 7
lacunary sets relative to s and called them s-lacunary sets. The natural
idea is to study the connections between the usual lacunary sets and the
s-lacunary sets. When G is a compact Abelian group, we obtain some
w xtransfer results 8 . For example, when G is metrizable, every nicely placed
 .  .resp. Shapiro set is a s-nicely placed resp. s-Shapiro set. The same
result does not hold for Riesz sets. What about Haar invariant sets?
w xIn 18, 19 H. Yamaguchi obtained the following extension of the
classical F. and M. Riesz theorem: e¨ery Riesz set is s-Haar in¨ariant. On
the other hand following Yamaguchi’s technique, the authors extended
w xthis result to another class of sets 7 : e¨ery nicely placed set is s-Haar
in¨ariant.
In this article we extend these results to the more general class of sets;
 .that is, e¨ery Haar in¨ariant set is a s-Haar in¨ariant set Theorem 17 .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
Let us recall some definitions. Let G be a locally compact Abelian
ˆgroup, L be a subset of G, and m be the Haar measure on G.G
w x 1  .DEFINITION 1. 1. L is nicely placed 11 if the unit ball of L G isL
closed in measure.
w x2. L is Shapiro 11 if every subset of L is nicely placed.
w x  . 1  .3. L is Riesz 11 if M G s L G .L L
w x  .  .4. L is Haar invariant 14 if for any measure m g M G , m g M G ,L s L
 .where m is the singular part of m with respect to m .s G
 .Let G, X be a transformation group in which G is a locally compact
Abelian group and X is a locally compact Hausdorff space.
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 .We denote the action of G on X by g, x ª g ? x, where g g G and
 .x g X. We denote by M X the space of regular bounded Borel measures
 .on X and by K X the space of continuous functions on X with compact
ˆ .support. For a measure l g M G , we denote by l the Fourier transform
 .  .of l. For m in M X and l in M G , we define the convolution lw m inG
 .M X by
lw m f s f g ? x dl g dm x , for f g K X .  .  .  .  .  .H HG
X G
 w x.see 13, 8 . When there is no possible confusion, we simply denote it by
lwm.
 .  . 1 .Let m be in M X and T m be the set of all f in L G with fwm s 0.
y1ˆ .The spectrum of m denoted by spec m is F h 0 . When G is a .G hg T  m .
 . wcompact Abelian group, then s g spec m if and only if sm wm / 0 18,G G
ˆx  .  .20 . Let L be a subset of G; we denote by M X the subspace of M XL
consisting of measures with spectrum contained in L.
Recall that a positive Radon measure s on X is called quasi-invariant if
< < < <;F ; X , F Borel, s F s 0 « ;g g G, s gF s 0 . .  . .  .
ˆThe s-lacunary sets in G are defined as follows:
w x 1  .DEFINITION 2. 1. L is s-nicely placed 8 if the unit ball of L s isL
closed in measure.
w x2. L is s-Shapiro 8 if every subset of L is nicely placed.
w x  . 1  .3. L is s-Riesz 8 if M X s L s .L L
 .  .4. L is s-Haar invariant if for any measure m g M X , m g M XL s L
 .where m is the singular part of m with respect to s .s
3. HAAR INVARIANT SETS
a. Examples
In what follows G is a locally compact Abelian group. Noting that L is
 .  4Riesz if and only if P M G s 0 , we see that every Riesz set is a Haars L
invariant set. But Z is a Haar invariant set which is not a Riesz set.
Moreover, when G is metrizable every nicely placed set is a Haar invariant
set.
w xGodefroy in 11 proved that the following subset L of Z is not nicely
 . `placed this example is due to Alexandrov : L s D D , where D sns0 n n
n n ˆ < < 4k2 , k F 2 , k / 0 . But L is Haar invariant. Every semigroup P in G
ˆ .such that P j yP s G is a Haar invariant set. But of course not every
 4set is a Haar invariant set: take G s T; then the set L s Z _ 0 ; Z is
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not a Haar invariant set. Indeed consider the measure m on T defined by
i0  .m s m y d , where d is the Dirac measure at e g T. Then m 0 s 0ˆG 0 0
 .and spec m ; L. But, m s yd and m 0 s y1 / 0. Then spec m o L.ˆs 0 s s
This example also shows that the class of Haar invariant sets is not
hereditary. In fact, it is known that:
w xPROPOSITION 3 14, p. 190 . The hereditary class C of Haar in¨ariant sets
ˆin G is just the class of Riesz sets.
 .  .Proof. Let L be in C and m g M G . Then m g M G . Assume thatL s L
 .  4m / 0; then there exists a g l such that m a / 0. Let L9 s L _ a ;ˆs s
then L9 is a Haar invariant set.
1 ˆ .  .  .Let f g L G such that f a s 1 and n s m y fwm, n g M G and,L
 .  .  .moreover, since n a s 0, we have n g M G . And n s m g M G .ˆ L9 s s L9
We get a contradiction and the set L is Riesz.
It is easy to see that the union of two Haar invariant sets is not necessarily
y  4 q  4a Haar invariant set. In Z, take L s Z _ 0 and L s Z _ 0 .1 2
Then L and L are Riesz sets, so they are Haar invariant sets. But L s1 2
 4L j L s Z _ 0 is not a Haar invariant set.1 2
 w x.But by using a technique of ‘‘localization’’ see 8, 11, 16 , we get an
example of stability by union for Haar invariant sets. We denote by t the
ˆ ˆBohr topology on G it’s the topology induced on G by the Bohr compacti-$ ˆ.fication G of G .d
ˆ ˆ .If C ; P G is a family of subsets of G, we say that C is localizable if
ˆw x wthe following holds: L g C m ;a g G, 'V a t-neighborhood of a ina $ˆ  . x  .G such that L l V g C . The regularity of the algebra A G leads toa d
ˆthe following property: For any a g G and any V t-neighborhood of a ,a
there exists a discrete measure n on G such that
n a s 1 .ˆ
w .  ˆn l s 0 if l g G _ V . .ˆ a
Now we can prove:
PROPOSITION 4. The class of Haar in¨ariant sets is localizable.
ˆ ˆProof. Let L ; G. Suppose that for any a g G, there exists V , aa
ˆ  .t-neighborhood of a in G, such that L l V is a Haar invariant set. Wea
 .prove that L is also a Haar invariant set. Let m g M G and a f L.L
 .There exists V , a t-neighborhood of a , such that L l V is a Haara a
 .invariant set. Let n be a discrete measure on G satisfying w . Then the
 .  .  .measure mwn g M G . And mwn s m wn g M G . So 0 sL l V s s L l Va a$
 .  .  .  .mswn a s m a n a s m a .ˆ ˆ ˆs s
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PROPOSITION 5. If L is a Haar in¨ariant set and L is a t-closed subset1 2
ˆof G then L j L is also a Haar in¨ariant set.1 2
 .Proof. Let m g M G and a f L j L . Then a is not in L ,L j L 1 2 21 2
 .which is t-closed. There exists a t-neighborhood V of a satisfying w anda
 .such that V l L s B. And the measure mwn g M G . Thereforea 2 L l V1 a
 .  .  .mwn g M G and mwn s m wn g M G since L is a Haar invariantL s s L 11 1$ $ $
 .  .  .  .set. But a f L ; therefore mswn a s 0 s m a n a s m a . That is,ˆ1 s s
 .m g M G .s L j L1 2
b. The Descripti¨ e Complexity of Haar In¨ariant Sets
In this section, we study the descriptive complexity of Haar invariant
sets when G is a compact metrizable Abelian group. We denote by P the
ˆclass of Haar invariant subsets of G. We show that P is a coanalytic
Gˆnon-Borel set of 2 . First we need to recall some facts about descriptive
set theory. Let P be a Polish space. A set E ; P is said to be an analytic
set if there exists a Polish space P9 and a Borel subset B of P9 such that
 .E s f B , where f : P9 ª P is continuous. Thus an analytic set E can be
described in the following way:
x g E m 'b g B , f b s x , .
where f : P9 ª P is continuous.
A coanalytic set F is the complementary set of an analytic set. It can be
written under the form
x g F m ;b g B , f b / x . .
Thus we need the quantifier ; taking elements in a Borel set B. When it is
not possible to find a countable Borel set that works, this shows that the
set F is a coanalytic non-Borel set. Thus if we prove, for example, that a
class of subsets of Z is a coanalytic non-Borel set, this shows that there
exists nonsimple arithmetical characterization of the elements of this class.
GˆPROPOSITION 6. P is a coanalytic set of 2 .
1 .  .Proof. Let M G be the unit ball of M G . Since G is metrizable, it is
a Polish space when equipped with the vague topology.
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ˆ1 1 G ˆ .  .Let P9 s M G = M G = 2 . It is a Polish space, since G is count-
able. Then we have the following equivalence
GˆL g 2 is not a Haar invariant set
1 1m 'm g M G 'n g M G .  .
$
m < m , n H m , ;g f L mwn g s 0 m g / 0 . .  .ˆG G
 .Let B be the set of l, m, L g P9 satisfying the properties inside the
Gˆbrackets. Then the projection of P9 in 2 is the complementary set of P.
Thus it is enough to show that B is a Borel set. Hence we have to prove
that the properties inside the brackets are Borel properties.
 .Let A be a countable basis of open sets of G and let U be thel l g N
collection of all finite unions of elements of A.
We have the following equivalences:
< <m < m m m mG G
< <m ;k ) 0'p; l m U - 1rp « m U F 1rk .  .G l l
and
< <n H m m n H mG G
<m ;n' l m U - 1rn and n G _ U s 0. .  .G l l
The last conditions under the brackets are easily seen to be Borel condi-
tions. Thus P is a coanalytic set.
Before proving that P is not a Borel set, we must recall some facts about
trees on N. Let us denote NwN x, the set of finite sequence of integers.
wN x  .DEFINITION 7. A set T ; N is a tree if ;k n , n , . . . , n g T «0 1 k
 .  .  .n , n , . . . , n g T. n is an infinite branch of T if ;k n , . . . , n g0 1 ky1 k 0 k
T. A tree is said to be well founded if it contains no infinite branch.
The set T of all trees on N can be given a topology for which it is a
w xcompact metrizable space 3 .
Let WF be the subset of T consisting of all well-founded trees. Then we
have
w xTHEOREM 8 2 . WF is a coanalytic non-Borel subset of T.
ˆ w xLet R denote the set of all Riesz subsets of G. In 17 , we proved that
Gˆ y1 . there exists a Borel function F: T ª 2 such that F R s WF thus R
.cannot be a Borel set .
F was constructed such that:
 .if T is well founded, F T is a Riesz set,
 .if T is not well founded, F T contains the spectrum of a Riesz
product.
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We are now ready to prove:
THEOREM 9. P is not a Borel set.
ˆ ˆG G ˆProof. Let F: T ª 2 be the above function. Let I: T ª 2 : T ª G _
Gˆ 4  .  .1 . Then I is continuous. Finally, let H: T ª 2 : T ¬ F T l I T . Then
 .H is a Borel function. If T g T is well founded, then F T is a Riesz set;
 .  .thus H T ; F T is also a Riesz set, hence a Haar invariant set. And WF
y1  .is contained in H Haar invariant set .
 .If T is not well founded, there exists L ; F T which is the spectrum of
 .a Riesz product. We show that H T is not a Haar invariant set. There
1  .  .exist m a Riesz product in L G and n a singular Riesz product in M GL L
w x  4  .  .12 . Let L9 s L _ 1 and l s m y n . Since m 1 s n 1 s 1, then l gˆ ˆ
 .  .M G and l s yn g M G . Thus L9 is not a Haar invariant set andL9 s L
 .H T is not a Haar invariant set.
y1  .So we get that H Haar invariant set s WF and P cannot be a Borel
set, since H is a Borel function and WF is not a Borel set.
4. LACUNARY SETS AND QUOTIENT GROUPS
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and G be an open subgroup of
ˆ HG. We denote by q the quotient map G ª GrH, when H s G . Note
that H is compact.
w xIn 7 , we obtained the following result:
ˆPROPOSITION 10. Let L be a nicely placed subset of G; then L l G is a
 .nicely placed subset of G s GrH .ˆ
We now prove the corresponding result for Riesz sets and Haar invariant
sets.
ˆPROPOSITION 11. Let L be a Riesz subset of G; then L l G is a Riesz
subset of G.
 .  .Proof. Let m g M GrH . Then there exists n g M G such thatL l G L l G
 .m s q n and
m g , if g g G .ˆ
n g s .ˆ  ˆ0, if g g G _ G.
ˆ 1 1 .  .  .Since L is a Riesz subset of G, then n g L G and m s q n g L GrH .
ˆPROPOSITION 12. Let L be a Haar in¨ariant subset of G; then L l G is a
Haar in¨ariant subset of G.
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The proof of this proposition uses two lemmas:
w x  .LEMMA 13 21 . Let m be a singular measure in M G with supp m ; G;ˆ
 .  .  .then q m is a singular measure in M GrH , where q m denotes the
continuous image of m under q.
ˆw xLEMMA 14 11 . E¨ery subgroup of G is nicely placed and therefore Haar
in¨ariant.
 .Proof of Proposition 12. Let m g M GrH . There exists a measureL l G
 .  .n g M G such that m s q n andL l G
m g , if g g G .ˆ
n g s .ˆ  ˆ0, if g g G _ G.
1 ˆ .  .Therefore, n is in L G and n is in M G . Moreover G ; G is a Haara L s L $
invariant set, by Lemma 14. It follows that supp n is contained in G. Ands
 .  .Lemma 13 implies that q n is a singular measure in M GrH . Therefores
  .. 1  .m s q n q n s n ( q is in L GrH .a a s a a L l G
Let us mention that if L is a subset of G then we have the following
equivalences
PROPOSITION 15. Let L be a subset of G. Then
1. L is a nicely placed subset of G if and only if L is a nicely placed
ˆsubset of G,
ˆ2. L is a Riesz subset of G if and only if L is a Riesz subset of G,
3. L is a Haar in¨ariant subset of G if and only if L is a Haar in¨ariant
ˆsubset of G.
Proof. We prove only assertion 3; the proofs of the others are similar.
w xWe only have to prove the implication L is a Haar invariant subset of G
ˆw ximplies L is a Haar invariant subset of G .
ˆ . w xLet m be in M G . Since G is a subgroup of G, it is nicely placed 11L $
and therefore Haar invariant. As L ; G, we then get supp m ; G, m gs a
1  .  .  .L G , and qm s m ( q. On the other hand, qm g M GrH . It followsG a a L$
1 1 .  .  .  .that qm g L GrH . But m ( q s m rG. Therefore m g L G .ˆa L a a a
We close this section by some connections with transformation groups.
When G is a locally compact Abelian group and H is a closed subgroup of
 .G, then the pair G, GrH is a transformation group. The action of G on
GrH is given by
˙t : G = GrH ª GrH : g , x ª g q x, where x s x q H , for x g G. .˙ ˙
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 . 1 .Let m be a measure in M GrH . When f g L G , the convolution due to
 .  .the action of G on GrH and defined in Section 2 fw m g M GrHG
 .  .coincides with the usual group convolution in M GrH : qf wm g
ˆ H .  .  .M GrH . That is, fw m s qf wm. And qf s frH .ˆG
Moreover,
y1y1 Hˆspec m s f 0 and spec m l H s qf 0 . .  .  . .ˆF FG G
 .  .fgT m fgT m
Therefore,
spec m l H Hs a g H H , ; f g T m qf a s 0 4 .  .  .ˆG
s a g H H , ; f g L1 G , qf wm s 0 « qf a s 0 4 .  .  .  .ˆ
Hs a g H , m a / 0 s supp m. . 4ˆ ˆ
 .And we have proved that for any m g M GrH , one has
spec m l H Hs supp m.ˆG
The formulation in transformation group language of Propositions 10, 11,
12, and 15 is:
ˆPROPOSITION 16. 1. Let L be a nicely placed subset of G; then L l G is
m -nicely placed.G r H
ˆ2. Let L be a Riesz subset of G; then L l G is m -Riesz.G r H
ˆ3. Let L be a Haar in¨ariant subset of G; then L l G is m -HaarG r H
in¨ariant set.
Let us remark that when L is a subset of G, we have the corresponding
ˆequivalences. For example, L is nicely placed in G if and only if L is
m -nicely placed.G r H
 .Let us mention that in general, i.e., for GrX an arbitrary transforma-
 w x.tion group, this proposition is not true any more see 8 .
5. TRANSFERENCE OF s-HAAR INVARIANT SETS
We want to extend Proposition 16 to the transformation group case.
Here G is a compact Abelian group which acts on X, a locally compact
Hausdorff space. With our terminology H. Yamaguchi proved that every
w xRiesz set is a s-Haar invariant set 19 and we proved that every nicely
w xplaced set is a s-Haar invariant set 7 . The aim of this section is to extend
both results to the larger class of Haar invariant sets.
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w xWe take the definition of Radon measure from 10 .
THEOREM 17. Let G be a compact Abelian group which acts on a locally
compact Hausdorff space X and let s be a positi¨ e Radon quasi-in¨ ariant
ˆmeasure on X. Then e¨ery Haar in¨ariant subset of G is a s-Haar in¨ariant
set.
w x w xProof. To prove this theorem, we proceed as in 7 ; see also 19 . Let
w xp : X ª XrG be the canonical map. H. Yamaguchi introduced in 18 the
 .  .conditions called D.I and D.II .
 . q .  .D.I For any m g M X , put h s p m . Then there exists a family
 4 q .l of measures in M X with the following proper-x x g X r G˙ ˙
ties:
 .1. x ª l f is h-integrable for each bounded Baire function f on˙ x˙
X,
5 52. l s 1,x˙
 . y1 .3. supp l ; p x ,˙x˙
 .  .  .4. m f s H l f dh x , for each bounded Baire function f on˙X r G x˙
X.
 . q .  i 4  .D.II Let n g M XrG . Suppose l i s 1, 2 are familiesx x g X r G˙ ˙
 .of measures in M X with the following properties:
i  .1. x ª l f is a n-integrable function for each bounded Baire˙ x˙
 .function f on X i s 1, 2 ,
 i . y1 .  .2. supp l ; p x i s 1, 2 ,˙x˙
1  .  . 2 .  .3. H l f dn x s H l f dn x for all bounded Baire˙ ˙X r G x X r G x˙ ˙
functions f on X.
Then we have l1 s l2 n-a.a. x g XrG.˙x x˙ ˙
 . q .Let m g M X and h g M XrG . An h-disintegration of m is a family
 4  .  .  .l of measures in M X satisfying 1 : x ª l f is h-integrable˙x x g X r G x˙ ˙ ˙
 .  .  .for each bounded Baire function f on X and 3 ] 4 in D.I . If in
 < <. 5 5  4addition, h s p m and l s 1 for all x g XrG, then we call l˙x x x g X r G˙ ˙ ˙
a canonical disintegration of m.
 4For x g X, we put G s g g G: g ? x s x , we define the map B : G ªx x
 .  .  .G ? x by B g s g ? x, and we put x s p x and m s B m . We also˙x x x G˙
˜ ˜  .consider the map B : GrG ª G ? x defined by B g q G s g ? x.x x x x
We simply denote by spec m the spectrum of a measure m on X. All the
w xingredients for the proof of the following lemma can be found in 18 . For
the sake of completeness we give the proof here.
q .LEMMA 18. Let G be compact metrizable and s be a measure in M X
 .  .  .which is quasi-in¨ ariant. If G, X satisfies D.I and D.II , then the
conclusion of Theorem 17 holds.
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 . w xProof. Let m be in M X . By 18, Lemma 2.7 we may assume thatL
 < <.  .  4 < <h s p m < p s . Let l be a canonical disintegration of m .x x g X r G˙ ˙
< <Let h be an unimodular Baire function on X with m s h m . We define
 .  4m g M X by m s hl . Then m is a canonical disintegrationx x x x x g X r G˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
of m.
For each x g XrG, let l s la q ls and m s ma q ls be the Lebesgue˙ x x x x x x˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
decomposition of l and m with respect to m . Then ma s hla andx x x x x˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
s s w xl s hl . Since spec m ; L, 18, Lemma 2.6 implies thatx x˙ ˙
spec m ; l h-a.a. x g XrG. 1 .˙x˙
y1 ˜ .  .  .  .Let x g p x and j g M GrG such that B j s m . Then by 1˙ x x x x x˙ ˙ ˙
w x  .Hand 18, Proposition 1.2 , j g M GrG h-a.a. x g XrG.˙x L l G x˙ x
Let j s j a q j s be the Lebesgue decomposition of j with respect tox x x x˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
m . By Proposition 12 it follows that spec j a is also contained inG r G x˙x
H w xL l G h-a.a. x g XrG. By 18, Propositions 1.5 and 1.2 it follows that˙x
spec ma ; L h-a.a. x g XrG. 2 .˙x˙
w xBy 18, Lemma 2.8 , the functions
x ª la f , x ª ls f .  .˙ ˙x x˙ ˙
are h-measurable for each bounded Baire function f on X. Hence, the
functions
x ª ma f , x ª ms f .  .˙ ˙x x˙ ˙
are h-measurable for each bounded Baire function f on X.
q .  .We can then define v , v g M X and m , m g M X as1 2 1 2
v f s la f dh x , v f s ls f dh x .  .  .  .  .  .˙ ˙H H1 x 2 x˙ ˙
XrG XrG
m f s ma f dh x , m f s ms f dh x .  .  .  .  .  .˙ ˙H H1 x 2 x˙ ˙
XrG XrG
 .for f g K X .
One has m < v and m < v .1 1 2 2
w xBy 18, Lemma 2.5 it follows that
v < s , v H s .1 2
And also
m < s , m H s .1 2
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 .Since m s m q m , one has m s m . Let g f L and f g K X ; then1 2 1 a
gwm f s gwm f s gwma f dh x .  .  .  .˙Ha 1 x˙
XrG
s 0 by 2 . . .
Hence spec m ; L.a
w x  .  .In 18 , H. Yamaguchi introduced conditions C.I and C.II .
 . HC.I For any closed subgroup H of G with H countable and any
q .  .m g M XrH , put h s p m , where p : XrH ª Y s
 .XrHrGrH ( XrG is the canonical map. Then there exist a
 4 q .family l of measures in M XrH with the followingy y g Y
properties:
 .1. y ª l f is h-measurable for each bounded Baire function fy
on XrH,
5 52. l s 1,y
 . y1 .3. supp l ; p y ,y
 .  .  .4. m f s H l f dh y for each bounded Baire function f onY y
XrH.
 . HC.II Let H be any closed subgroup of G with H countable. Let
 . q .  1 4Y and p be as in C.I . Let h g M Y , and let l andy y g Y
 24  .l be families of measures in M XrH satisfying they y g Y
following properties:
i  .1. y ª l f is h-integrable for each bounded Baire function f ony
 .XrH i s 1, 2 ,
 i . y1 .  .2. supp l ; p y i s 1, 2 ,y
1  .  . 2 .  .3. H l f dh y s H l f dh y for all bounded Baire functionsY y Y y
f on XrH.
Then l1 s l2 h-a.a. y g Y.y y
 .  .  .LEMMA 19. Assume that G, X satisfies conditions C.I and C.II .
Then the conclusion of Theorem 17 holds.
q .Proof. In fact, we may suppose that s is a measure in M X that is
w x  .quasi-invariant 18 . Let m be in M X . We prove that spec m ; L. WeL s
 .may assume that m / 0. Suppose there exists l g spec m _ L. Thens 0 s
w xl wm / 0. By 18, Lemmas 2.11 and 2.13 there exists a countable0 s
ˆsubgroup G of G with g g G such that0
p g wm / 0, .0 s
< <p m H p s , . .s
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where p : X ª XrGH is the quotient map.
 .  .  .Then p m is the singular part of p m with respect to p s . Thes
 . H Hmeasure p s is also quasi-invariant. Let H s G ; then H is count-
 .  .  .able. As G, X satisfies conditions C.I and C.II , you directly get that
 .  .  . wGrH, XrH satisfies conditions D.I and D.II . Lemma 18 and 18,
x  . w xLemma 2.10 then imply that spec p m ; G l L. By 18, Lemma 2.9 ,s
p g wm s q g wp m .  .  .0 s 0 s
s g wp m , .0 s
 .where q: G ª GrH is the canonical map and g g spec p m ; hence0 s
g g G l L. This gives the contradiction.0
w xLet us remark that following 15 , H. Yamaguchi proved that if G is a
compact Abelian group which acts freely on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X or if G is a compact Abelian group which acts on a locally
 .compact metric space X then the transformation group G, X satisfies
 .  . w xconditions C.I and C.II 18 .
Proof of Theorem 17. We may assume that X is a s-compact locally
q .compact Hausdorff space and s is a quasi-invariant measure in M X .
We prove that spec m ; L. We may suppose that m / 0. Suppose theres s
 .exists g g spec m _ L. Then g wm / 0.0 s 0 s
w xBy 19, Lemma 3.1 , there exists an equivalence relation ; on X such
that:
 .1. Xr; is a s-compact metrizable, locally compact Hausdorff
space with respect to the quotient topology;
 .2. G, Xr; becomes a transformation group by the action
 .  .g ? t x s t g ? x for g g G and x g X, where t : X ª Xr; is the
canonical map;
 .3. t g wm / 0;0 s
 < <.  .4. t m H t s .s
w x  .  . w xBy 19 t m is the singular part of t m . By 19, Lemma 2.2 ,s
 .  .spec t m ; spec m ; L. The measure t s is quasi-invariant in
q .  .M Xr; and since Xr; is metrizable, G, Xr; satisfies conditions
 .  .  .C.I and C.II . Lemma 19 implies that spec t m ; L. Buts
t g wm s g wt m .  .0 s 0 s
/ 0 by 3 . . .
 .And g g spec t m ; L. This gives the contradiction.0 s
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We now give an example where the converse of Theorem 17 is true.
Let G s T, X s T = T, s s m m m . We define the action of G onT T
 .  .  .X by g x, y s gx, y . It is easy to check that for m g M X , the spectrum
of m is exactly the projection of supp m on the first coordinate.ˆ
 .PROPOSITION 20. Let G, X be the abo¨e transformation group and
L ; Z. Then L is a Haar in¨ariant set if and only if L is a s-Haar in¨ariant
set.
Proof. It is enough to show the sufficient condition. Let L ; Z be a
 .s-Haar invariant set and m g M T . Let m s m q m be the LebesgueL a s
decomposition of m with respect to m . We have to show that spec m ; L.T a
1 ˆ .  .Let f g L T such that for all n g Z, f n / 0. Let n s m m f. Then
2 ˆ .  .  .  .  .n g M X and ; n, p g Z , n n, p s m n f p ; thus spec n ; L. Theˆ ˆ
hypothesis implies that spec n ; L, where n s n q n is the Lebesguea a s
decomposition with respect to s . But n s m m f q m m f. Since m <a s a
m , we get that m m f < m m m . Moreover m H m , so there existT a T T s T
two Borel sets B and B such that1 2
< <B j B s T, B l B s B, m B s 0, m B s 0. .  .1 2 1 2 s 1 T 2
Let A s B = T, A s B = T; then we have1 1 2 2
< <A j A s X , A l A s B, m m f A s 0, s A s 0. .  .1 2 1 2 s 1 2
Thus m m f H s . Then we have n s m m f and n s m m f and ass a a s s
spec n ; L it follows that spec m ; L.a a
We close this section by mentioning a recent transfer theorem concerning
s-Haar invariant sets.
w xTHEOREM 21 22 . If G is a locally compact Abelian group which acts on
ˆX a locally compact Hausdorff space, then e¨ery closed semigroup P of G such
ˆ .that P j yP s G is a s-Haar in¨ariant set.
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